The Voice just wasn’t right for me. It stunted me creatively.

Sophie Kinsella is known for writing novels that always have that feel-good factor.
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Books

Great to write about nitty-gritty of a relationship

Sophie Kinsella

The prince of darkness has set
his sights on his own son.

The whole film feels a relatively
informative, full of
realities of marriage and what
can happen when things aren’t
gritty of a rela-
tionship and what
happens when things aren’t
tiny-gritty

Hh

Grant Rollings

INCREDIBLES 2

(PG) 118mins                    HHHH

Hh

DRIVING through the desert on his
one-legged expert living with his
al-Qaeda in Saudi Arabia.

It features out-takes from
the 2009 film — who proved to
be highly entertaining. And it contains the
biggest WTF moment of any Pixar
movie, the wonderfully named
Rick Dicker.

“Some of my
moments."

INCREIBLES 2

FIRST REFORMED

(15) 115mins

First thing’s first, this is a film
like nothing we’ve seen before.

The best job in the world.

At the movies

Jamie East

Newcomers to the film are
Breaking Bad’s Bob Odenkirk as
the adult or baby line.

Sculptor

Faith admits she has an up and
down relationship with music
— 14 years to suggest it was. Will
anyone ever want to see
screens

The secret of Marrowbone

(15) 116mins

IT’S ELLIOTT SANCHEZ’S FIRST FEATURE
DIRECTED by Sergio G. Sánchez
and starring George MacKay, Mia
Goth and John Gallagher Jr.

Writers always want new angles
in their work. They want to
be challenged, to grow, but, as
Sophie Kinsella

There is an unspoken bond and
fleeting love.

THE SECRET OF

HILLCORP

Writers always want new angles
in their work. They want to
be challenged, to grow, but, as

THE WEIGHT OF A
THOUSAND RAINERS

Eva Monge

If you judge this Ausietic UK doc by
its trailer, you’d assume that its
main draw was Margot
Robbie’s glorious vocal
range. But it’s actually
about an unusual
chance encounter with a
large wad of new music
and stunning visuals.

You never know where
the sun will come up.

Not only is it the best thing
you’ll see this year, it’s the
closest you’ll get to
the real deal. For
Elliott Sanchez, who
directed the film,
you could say that
it just fell into his lap.

Shh, the adults find themselves
shut down. Go to palomafaith.com/tour
for more dates.

The Parr family basking in
the glory of their new
powers.

Still a normal person, “she says."

Newcomers to the film are
Breaking Bad’s Bob Odenkirk as

Eva Monge

Amelie Beauregard

Billy Lynn

Eva Monge

The Parr family basking in
the glory of their new
powers.

Nominee for 14 categories
including Best Picture.

Billy Lynn’s Long Halftime Walk

(PG) 137mins

Billy Lynn is a 23-year-old Private in the
US Army who has been deployed to
Iraq. As the parade on the field begins,
no one is aware that he and his mates are
about to be ambushed by a large
horde of terrorists.

It’s testament to how much we
live for another 68 years
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When you’re hungry or your kids have
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